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Question: 71
Which three options does the Cisco UCS Manager boot policy determine? (Choose three.)
A. initiator port range
B. selection of the boot device
C. location from which the server boots
D. initiator and target ports
E. global boot device priority
F. order in which boot devices are invoked
Answer: B,C,F

Question: 72
Which two fields are needed for a Cisco UCS Director administrator to configure a WWN block? (Choose two.)
A. the first WWNN or WWPN address in the block
B. the WWN for the initiator
C. a unique name for the initiator
D. a unique name for the block
E. the number of WWN or WWPN addresses in the block
Answer: A,E
Reference:

Question: 73
A Cisco USC Director administrator is viewing the workflow input and output status of a service request. Which option lists the steps that accomplish
this task?
A. On the menu bar, choose Organizations > My Approvals.
Choose a user group.
Click the Service Request tab.
Choose a service request.
ClickView Details, and choose theLog tab.
B. On the menu bar, choose Organizations > Virtual Resources.
Click the Service Requests tab.
Choose the service request.
ClickView Details, and choose the Input/Output tab.

C. On the menu bar, choose Organizations > Service Requests.
Click the Service Requests tab.
Choose the service request.
ClickView Details, and choose the Input/Output tab.
D. On the menu bar, choose Organizations > Service Requests.
Choose a user group.
Click the Service Request tab.
Choose a service request.
ClickView Details, and choose theLog tab.
Answer: D
Reference: http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/cloud-systems-management/intercloud-fabric/2-1-2/user- guide/icf/b Cisco Intercloud Fabric User
Guide Release 2 1 2/ b Cisco Intercloud Fabric User Guide Release 2 0 chapter 01000.html

Question: 74
Which option describes a function of a target in Storage Area Networking?
A. starts a connection over the fabric to one or more ports
B. delivers storage volumes to the initiators from the storage system
C. provides a storage network consisting of one or more Fibre Channel switches
D. consumes storage volumes using a host bus adapter
Answer: B

Question: 75
The Cisco UCS usNIC feature improves performance of software applications by bypassing the kernel network stack. Which option lists the steps to
configure usNIC capable vNIC in the correct order?
A. Create a usNIC connection policy, create a vNIC, set vNIC connection policy to usNIC, and install the usNIC RPM driver
B. Modify the vNIC network control policy to usNIC, modify usNIC Ethernet adapter policy, and install the usNIC RPM driver
C. Create a usNIC connection policy, create a vNIC, set vNIC adapter policy to Linux, and install the usNIC RPM driver
D. Create a vNIC, modify usNIC Ethernet adapter policy, set vNIC connection policy to usNIC, and install the usNIC RPM driver
Answer: D
Reference: http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified computing/ucs/sw/gui/config/guide/2-2/ b UCSM GUI Configuration Guide 2 2/configuring
network related policies.pdf

Question: 76
Which option describes the function of an initiator in Storage Area Networking?
A. stats a connection over the fabric to one or more ports
B. provides a network infrastructure consisting of one or more Fibre Channel switches
C. creates a connection over the fabric to one or more initiator ports
D. an endpoint that receives data in the SAN infrastructure
Answer: D

Question: 77
Which option describes the difference between in-band and out-of-band IP management pool in Cisco UCS?
A. An out-of-band network is the only method to connect with the Cisco IMC blade.
B. An in-band network policy requires twice the IP address space of an out-of-band policy.
C. An out-of-band network is reachable over the Fabric Interconnect server interfaces, and in-band network is reachable over uplink interfaces.
D. An out-of-band network is reachable over the Fabric Interconnect mgmt0 interfaces, and in-band network is reachable over uplink
interfaces.
Answer: D

Question: 78
What does the Auto Deploy function of an ESXi host rely on?
A. DNS
B. PXE
C. DHCP
D. SCP

Answer: B
Reference: http://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2013/03/auto-deploy-stateless-caching-stateless-caching- and-network-isolated-hosts.html

Question: 79
A Cisco UCSM administrator has been tasked with deploying a new data center. Which two recommendations aid in the ability to associate a service with
a server?
(Choose two.)
A. The host control setting for a QoS policy applies to vNICs only. It has no effect on a vHBA.
B. You can assign only a QoS policy to a vHBA if the priority setting for that policy is set to fc, which represents the Fibre Channel system class.
C. The host control setting for a QoS policy applies to vHBAs only.
D. Power capping is supported for rack servers. If you include a power control policy in a service profile that is associated with a rack-mount
server, the policy is implemented.
Answer: B,D

Question: 80
A Cisco UCS Director administrator is viewing the status of his pod on the Virtual > Compute tab. Which three tabs are available under this menu?
(Choose three.)
A. VMs
B. VM Chargeback
C. Service Requests
D. VM Reservations
E. Resource Pools
F. vDCs
Answer: A,E,F
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